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Welcoming and Opening Remarks: 

This session welcomes attendees and provides an overview of the day's agenda, with 

introductory remarks from organizers, sponsors, or distinguished guests. 

Keynote Speeches: 

Keynotes on trends, challenges & opportunities in employment will be delivered by officials, 

banks, agencies, & universities. They'll share policies, industry analyses, & initiatives to address 

skills gaps & foster workforce development. 

Panel Discussion: "Paving the Way for Future-Ready Skills": 

This panel discussion will have four panelists and a moderator, each representing different 

sectors or areas of expertise relevant to future-ready skills.  

 

The first panelist will focus on green skills and their increasing relevance in response to climate 

change. They will discuss how these skills align with market demands. 

 

The second panelist, from the government side, will explore strategies and initiatives for 

facilitating the development and integration of future-ready skills into various sectors. They will 

delve into the varied policies and legal aspects the government can facilitate to promote these 

skills. 

 

The third panelist will discuss AI-based skills and their transformative impact on the job market. 

They will also provide insights into the growing opportunities in freelancing. 

 

The fourth panelist will highlight the role of innovative startups in driving innovation and 

creating employment opportunities, especially in emerging sectors. 

 

The moderator will facilitate discussions, encourage dialogue among panelists, and engage the 

audience through Q&A sessions. 

Business Showcase: 

Businesses will showcase future-ready skills. Each exhibitor has a booth with promotional 

materials. Attendees can interact with entrepreneurs, learn about tech and explore opportunities. 

Paper Presentation and Success Story: 

A researcher will present a paper on relevant employment topics, followed by a successful 

entrepreneur sharing practical applications of future-ready skills. 

Conclusion and Closing Remarks: 



Revolutionizing the Employment Sector: A Journey to Future-Ready Skills 

 

Closing remarks will conclude the event, summarizing key takeaways, expressing gratitude, and 

highlighting the next steps. This session is also an opportunity for networking and reflection. 


